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and the other by Cedric Wentworth, were acquired by

INTRODUCTION
Across the UC Davis campus, visitors encounter
contemporary outdoor art scattered around green
landscapes and buildings. Outdoor sculpture on this

materials. In this brochure, we highlight the art that dots

teaching and artistic output on campus, which has valued
industrialization, mythology, and integration with the
existing landscape.

students during their time at UC Davis. The array draws
candidates during their time here. In addition to these

The Dog Bench
Egghead series.

their pieces were installed on campus. Under department

students at both the undergraduate and graduate level,
encouraging attention and exploration, as each visit yields

to be encouraged to experiment with and explore their
on campus engages with this dialogue in some way, thus

encouraged stylistic independence, experimentation with
tandem with one another.

outdoor sculptures throughout the campus. The numbers
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The Egghead Series:
Yin & Yang, 1992
Acrylic on bronze

ROBERT ARNESON

(b. 1930 Benicia, California, d. 1992)

is evident in Yin & Yang. Situated in
paving stone base, two eggheads
engage one another. Their similar

perspectives which must exist harmoniously in a university
Yin & Yang,

The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Commissioned by the
Campus Art in Public Places Work Group with private funds.

the Egghead Series

campus. Ironically, the series has achieved iconic status
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The Egghead Series:
See No Evil/Hear No Evil, 1992
Acrylic on bronze

Law School, See No Evil/Hear No Evil was moved to the
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The Egghead Series:
Stargazer, 1992
Acrylic on bronze

closed, are situated on opposing
mounds. The space between them

Stargazer

Stargazer’s dazzled
expression with spiraling eyes and slight smile capture a
Stargazer’

The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Commissioned by the
Campus Art in Public Places Work Group with private funds.

The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis.
Commissioned by the Campus Art in Public
Places Work Group with private funds.
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The Egghead Series:
Eye on Mrak, 1992
Acrylic on bronze

STEVE GILLMAN

Aligned with the main campus
administration building, Eye
on Mrak uses the dimensional

(b. 1945, Oakland, California)

a double narrative. On one
Stone Poem

eye on the university administration. On the other side,

Eye on Mrak can
be seen as both a warning and a reminder, to students and

two sculptural installations on campus, Time Line and Stone
Poem,
encourage touch, their locations elicit engagement with

The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Commissioned by the
Campus Art in Public Places Work Group with private funds.

natural and architectural elements.
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The Egghead Series:
Bookhead, 1992

Time Line, 1986

Acrylic on bronze

White granite

Located in the Arboretum

Library, Bookhead
by preoccupied students hustling
past on their way into the building.

Timeline
simultaneously complements and
contradicts its environment. Comprised
Timeline
attention to its constructed nature. The two separate

Bookhead
The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Commissioned by the
Campus Art in Public Places Work Group with private funds.

past diminish in clarity as time progresses. Whether viewers

peace with the surrounding world.
The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Purchased with matching funds from
Norman O. and Lois J. Jones, Maurine Morse Nelson, the Yolo County Arts
Council, Edward M. Nagel and other private donors.
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Stone Poem, 1982
Granite

Stone
Poem is a grouping

WILLIAM WILEY

between solidity and
obscurity, human

spans across various media and styles, has been active in

(b. 1937, Bedford, Indiana)

Originally installed

as a visiting artist at UC Davis, Stone Poem resembles a
graveyard or ruined city. From certain vantage points,
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What’s It all Mean? (Gong), 1986
Bronze, Cor-Ten steel, stainless steel, and wood

Stone Poem were

What’s It All Mean?
London, Connecticut, in arrangement with Lippincott LLC,

stainless steel, along with bronze
with wood supports and
accessories, Gong recalls
notably Harp, another
interactive piece that

as visible as his own alterations. The resulting rendition

musical instrument.

Gong engages multiple

Art in Public Places Work Group.

aesthetic. This

when it will be moved to a permanent location.
The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. On long-term loan from
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GUY DILL

(b. 1946, Duvall County, Florida)

TIO GIAMBRUNI

his own aesthetic interests, but also the technological and
artistic advances in metal casting occurring on the UC
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Shamash, 1982
Pigment in cement

the material science resources unique to Davis. The

Shamash,
scale sculptures named
Epic of Gilgamesh, was
and donated to
the university in
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Bum, Bum, You’ve Been Here Before, 1967
Cast aluminum and bronze

god, Sin, was a native

Bum, Bum, You’ve Been Here Before was cast on campus using
both bronze and aluminum and was originally installed

and Sun god in the

Shamash on a

materials, Bum Bum plays with the
contrast between organic and
Bum, Bum
interest in the dualistic

beginnings as an agricultural center, the deity Shamash is
associated with agriculture. In ancient depictions Shamash
to represent the sun. The attributes are not readily seen in

The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Gift of the
Harry W. and Margaret Anderson Collection.

carries inherent associations
with industrialization and is
constructed molds.
The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis.
Gift of Helen, Kim, and Mark Giambruni.

CEDRIC WENTWORTH

ROY DE FOREST

(b. 1930, North Platte, Nebraska, d. 2007)

where bronze and steel became his primary media. The
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Suspension, 2006

Cor-ten steel, stainless steel, and bronze
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The Dog Bench, 2000

Cast and painted bronze, plastic

both harmonious and
discordant relationships
between the materials;
with their abstracted
environments

The Dog Bench, depicting De

later casted in bronze at The Art Foundry in Sacramento, are

the dichotomy
between stability and
precariousness in a
Suspension
this polarity becomes evident
not only in composition, but
on castles and cathedrals. Traditionally, symmetrical animal
cables, which in turn suspend two precariously placed busts;
the dogs with their crazed plastic eyes (the same used on
taxidermy animals) are presented in opposition to those
the viewer is invited to contemplate these concepts in the

an ironic commentary about the library and the patrons who
sit between them.

RALPH JOHNSON

JOE MANNINO
(b. 1950, Chicago, Illinois)

movement that developed in that period. Its main
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Pink and Black, 1980

13

Apollo, 1987 - 88

Bronze with patina, unique cast

primarily in wood, so Apollo
represents an experimental

were exploring new metallurgy

both personal experience
and group dialogue in
campus arts.
Apollo

light, shadow, metal, and air.
The Fine Arts Collection at UC Davis. Gift of the artist with

FREDERICK HIRSCH
(b. 1950, London, England)

PAUL TAYLOR

at UC Davis in order to pursue an interest in sculpture

him to develop an interest in classroom based education
and personal environment.
public charter school.
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FOOD (Help Yourself), 2010

Cast concrete, steel, paint, canned food, can opener

This Redwood Tree, 1992

This Redwood Tree represents

Taylor installed it without permission, in an inconspicuous
location on the lawn between the art studios and Everson

this time between a student

elements in the immediate area and, at a casual glance, it is

at the time, saw UC Davis Facilities

FOOD’
encouraged by the artistic environment on campus, and
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Cactus Suspension Assembly, 2011
Prefabricated cast metal parts, cactus

to sculpt the tree, though only on a provisional basis. It

interactions with nature in general. Although This Redwood
Tree
open relationship that this campus shares with the arts, and
the receptive attitude which UC Davis embodies in actively
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